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Abstract 

Background Extracellular vesicles (EVs) originating from the central nervous system (CNS) can enter the blood 
stream and carry molecules characteristic of disease states. Therefore, circulating CNS‑derived EVs have the potential 
to serve as liquid‑biopsy markers for early diagnosis and follow‑up of neurodegenerative diseases and brain tumors. 
Monitoring and profiling of CNS‑derived EVs using multiparametric analysis would be a major advance for biomarker 
as well as basic research. Here, we explored the performance of a multiplex bead‑based flow‑cytometry assay (EV 
Neuro) for semi‑quantitative detection of CNS‑derived EVs in body fluids.

Methods EVs were separated from culture of glioblastoma cell lines (LN18, LN229, NCH82) and primary human astro‑
cytes and measured at different input amounts in the MACSPlex EV Kit Neuro, human. In addition, EVs were separated 
from blood samples of small cohorts of glioblastoma (GB), multiple sclerosis (MS) and Alzheimer’s disease patients 
as well as healthy controls (HC) and subjected to the EV Neuro assay. To determine statistically significant differences 
between relative marker signal intensities, an unpaired samples t‑test or Wilcoxon rank sum test were computed. Data 
were subjected to tSNE, heatmap clustering, and correlation analysis to further explore the relationships between dis‑
ease state and EV Neuro data.

Results Glioblastoma cell lines and primary human astrocytes showed distinct EV profiles. Signal intensities were 
increasing with higher EV input. Data normalization improved identification of markers that deviate from a common 
profile. Overall, patient blood‑derived EV marker profiles were constant, but individual EV populations were signifi‑
cantly increased in disease compared to healthy controls, e.g.  CD36+EVs in glioblastoma and  GALC+EVs in multiple 
sclerosis. tSNE and heatmap clustering analysis separated GB patients from HC, but not MS patients from HC. Correla‑
tion analysis revealed a potential association of  CD107a+EVs with neurofilament levels in blood of MS patients and HC.

Conclusions The semi‑quantitative EV Neuro assay demonstrated its utility for EV profiling in complex samples. How‑
ever, reliable statistical results in biomarker studies require large sample cohorts and high effect sizes. Nonetheless, 
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this exploratory trial confirmed the feasibility of discovering EV‑associated biomarkers and monitoring circulating EV 
profiles in CNS diseases using the EV Neuro assay.

Keywords Extracellular vesicles, CNS diseases, EV phenotyping, Flow cytometry, Biomarker, Glioblastoma, Multiple 
sclerosis, Alzheimer’s disease

Plain english summary 

Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are tiny particles released by cells, carrying unique biomolecules specific to their cell of ori‑
gin. EVs from the central nervous system (CNS) can reach the blood, where they could serve as liquid‑biopsy markers 
for diagnosing brain diseases like neurodegenerative disorders and tumors. This study evaluated a flow cytometry 
platform (here termed EV Neuro assay), which can detect multiple EV‑associated markers simultaneously, to assess its 
potential for identifying CNS‑derived EVs and disease‑specific markers in complex samples including the blood. The 
study compared different sample materials and methods for isolating EVs. We found distinct EV profiles in EVs derived 
from glioblastoma and human astrocytes, with signal intensities increasing as more EVs were present. Analyzing 
serum or plasma from patients with brain diseases and healthy individuals, we observed that EV marker intensities 
were varying between individuals. Importantly, data normalization improved the identification of disease‑specific 
markers, such as  CD36+EVs in glioblastoma and  GALC+EVs in multiple sclerosis, which were significantly higher in dis‑
ease compared to healthy controls. Advanced clustering analysis techniques effectively distinguished glioblastoma 
patients from controls. Furthermore, a potential correlation between  CD107a+EVs and neurofilament levels in mul‑
tiple sclerosis patients was discovered. Overall, the semi‑quantitative EV Neuro assay proved useful for profiling EVs 
in complex samples. However, for more reliable results in biomarker studies, larger sample cohorts and higher effect 
sizes are necessary. Nonetheless, this initial trial confirmed the potential of the EV Neuro assay for discovering disease‑
associated EV markers and monitoring circulating EV profiles in CNS diseases.

Background
Extracellular vesicles (EVs) recently gained considerable 
interest as minimally invasive diagnostic and prognos-
tic biomarkers in a variety of diseases including central 
nervous system (CNS) pathologies [1–4]. Subtypes of 
EVs sized between 50 nm and 1 μm are released by cells 
through different pathways including plasma membrane 
shed ectosomes, endosomal-derived exosomes, and bleb-
bing apoptotic bodies. EVs function in cell-cell commu-
nication and, when released into the extracellular space, 
carry molecular cargo specific for the cell-type of ori-
gin and its cellular state [5, 6]. Of EV cargo, membrane 
components and their surface epitopes as well as luminal 
contents such as mRNAs and miRNAs can be of interest 
as biomarkers [7].

Recent evidence suggests that brain-derived EVs orig-
inating from neurons and glia can cross the blood-brain 
barrier (BBB) and appear among circulating EVs, where 
they can serve as biomarkers of neurodegenerative 
conditions or brain cancer [8–10]. Neurodegeneration 
and brain tumors such as glioblastoma (GB), the most 
common malignant brain tumor [11], are commonly 
associated with neuroinflammatory conditions, known 
to promote BBB leakiness and EV shedding from brain 
microvascular endothelial cells. Therefore, brain-
derived EVs possess high potential for minimal-invasive 
diagnosis and prognosis of diseases such as Alzheimer’s 

disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease (PD), multiple scle-
rosis (MS) and GB, which currently are only detected 
when clinical symptoms arise and considerable dam-
age has already occurred to the brain [12–16]. Fur-
thermore, EV-associated biomarkers may assist the 
differential diagnosis of diseases with overlapping clini-
cal symptoms, as recently demonstrated for differenti-
ating PD and Progressive Supranuclear Paralysis [17].

Circulating EVs in human plasma and serum repre-
sent a complex mixture of EVs derived from different 
tissues and cellular origins. The relative contribution 
of brain-derived EVs to the overall population of cir-
culating EVs is unclear and expected to reflect a minor 
and dynamic fraction. Moreover, lipoprotein particles 
co-purify with and outnumber EVs by several orders 
of magnitude [18]. Thus, brain-derived EVs must be 
revealed against a large background of potentially 
interfering particles. As a solution to this, immuno-
capturing of EVs via neuro-specific surface epitopes 
such as L1 cell adhesion molecule (L1CAM) or gluta-
mate aspartate transporter (GLAST) has been used to 
enrich neuronal EVs or astrocyte-derived EVs, respec-
tively [19–22]. However, the specificity and efficiency 
of this strategy to depict brain-derived EVs is reported 
controversially, as these epitopes are also present on 
non-neural EVs or exist in soluble form [23, 24]. There-
fore, multiparametric analysis of EVs can improve EV 
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phenotyping and reveal a profile of EVs that may allow 
a comprehensive assessment of brain-derived EVs in 
complex samples.

Recently, a multiplex bead-based flow cytometry assay 
has been developed to perform a broad semi-quantitative 
profiling of EVs, covering up to 37 different EV surface 
epitopes [25, 26]. EVs are captured through specific anti-
bodies on fluorescently bar-coded beads and detected 
in a second step using fluorescently conjugated antibod-
ies recognizing genuine EV markers such as CD9, CD63, 
and/or CD81. The test can be performed with small sam-
ple input, does not require specific equipment and the 
readout can be performed with conventional flow cytom-
eters. Moreover, an open-source software tool (multiplex 
analysis post-acquisition analysis software [MPAPASS]) 
has recently become available to enable high-through-
put quality control and data analysis of multiplex EV 
data [27]. The classic commercially available platform is 
designed to preferentially detect epitopes belonging to 
the cells associated with the human circulation (hemat-
opoietic lineage, endothelial cells). A growing number of 
studies have used this platform to perform EV phenotyp-
ing and to reveal EV profiles and EV dynamics associated 
with different human conditions [25, 28–30].

Here, we used a novel, prototype multiplex bead-based 
flow cytometry platform (MACSPlex EV Kit Neuro, 
human; short: EV Neuro) designed to detect brain-
derived EVs that may be associated with CNS pathologies 
and evaluated the platform using different sample input 

materials. Marker performance and the semi-quantitative 
potential was first evaluated using EVs derived from cell 
culture supernatants including different human glio-
blastoma lines and primary human astrocytes. Further-
more, we performed an exploratory trial comparing EVs 
separated by size exclusion chromatography or immu-
noaffinity isolation from serum or plasma of healthy con-
trols (HC) and patients with different CNS pathologies, 
including GB, MS, and AD. While detection and quan-
titative evaluation of individual CNS-specific markers 
remains challenging, the study shows that the multipara-
metric analysis may be useful to reveal EV marker pro-
files associated with distinct disease conditions.

Methods
Study design
In this study, a prototype multiplex bead-based EV Neuro 
platform (MACSPlex EV Kit Neuro, human, provided by 
Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach) was tested with dif-
ferent sample material and EV isolation protocols (Fig. 1). 
The prototype kit consisted of two panels and comprised 
64 different markers, which included CNS epitopes 
typical for neurons and glia cells and more ubiquitous 
epitopes relevant to the CNS (such as integrins) next to 
the genuine EV markers CD9, CD63, and CD81. GB and 
astrocyte cell culture-derived EVs were isolated via dif-
ferential ultracentrifugation. GB and HC serum-derived 
EVs were prepared using size-exclusion chromatogra-
phy combined with UC and compared to healthy control 

Fig. 1  Graphic illustration of the different combinations of sample material and EV isolation protocols applied to the EV Neuro assay. For further 
details, see text. Abbreviations: HA: primary human astrocytes; GB: glioblastoma; HC: healthy control; MS: multiple sclerosis; MAD: mild cognitive 
impairment/ Alzheimer’s disease/depression; SEC: size‑exclusion chromatography; UC: ultracentrifugation
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serum-derived EVs. Moreover, blood plasma samples 
from MS patients, HC, and patients suffering from mild 
cognitive impairment (MCI), AD, depression (DEP), or a 
combination of the named, further referred to as MAD 
cohort, were prepared using immuno-affinity capture 
 (CD63+EV or  CD81+EVs). The isolated EVs were ana-
lyzed using the EV Neuro assay. Thus, the performance of 
the EV-Neuro kit was tested on different combinations of 
starting material and methods of EVs isolation.

Participants and ethics
9 GB patients [male (m): 7, female (f ): 2, age: 46.4 
(mean) ± 14.8 (SD)] and 12 healthy persons [m: 7, f: 
5, age: 52.6 ± 13.4 y] were recruited at the Institute of 
Clinical Chemistry and Clinical Pharmacology, Univer-
sity Hospital Bonn. 11 MS (m: 2, f: 9, age: 44.0 ± 11.0 y) 
patients and 5 healthy persons (m: 1, f: 4, age: 44.0 ± 13.0 
y) were recruited at the Department of Neurology, Uni-
versity Medical Center Mainz. 9 MAD patients (m: 5, f: 
4, age: 68.8 ± 8.6 y) were recruited at the Department of 
Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, University Medical Center 
Mainz. The samples of two MS patients and one MAD 
patient had to be excluded because of technical reasons 
(clogging of columns during immuno-isolation of EVs 
due to unknown reasons).

Informed written consent was obtained from all 
donors. The experimental procedures were approved by 
the Human Ethics Committee Rhineland-Palatinate and 
the local ethics committee of the University of Bonn, 
respectively, and adhere to the standards of the Declara-
tion of Helsinki of the World Medical Association.

Blood sample collection
For plasma preparation, venous blood was drawn using 
EDTA blood collection tubes and processed within 
15 min. Platelet-free plasma was prepared by two rounds 
of centrifugation at 2,500 × g and room temperature (RT) 
for 15 min and stored at -80 °C until further processing.

For serum preparation, blood was collected in 9 ml 
S-monovettes (Sarstedt, Nuembrecht, Germany) and 
samples were processed as previously described [12]. 
In short, samples were rested in an upright position for 
30 min to allow coagulation and then centrifuged at 2,000 
× g at RT for 15 min. Serum was transferred into fresh 15 
ml tubes and centrifuged at 3,200 × g and RT for 20 min 
to remove platelets and stored at -80  °C until further 
processing.

EV separation from serum samples
EVs were isolated from 500  µl serum samples following 
the previously described method [12]. Briefly, the serum 
was pre-cleared by centrifugation at 10,000 × g for 45 min 
at 4 °C. SEC was then performed using sepharose-based 

qEV columns (qEV original, 70  nm Gen 2 columns, 
iZON Science, Christchurch, New Zealand) and the EVs 
were eluted with Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS). 
Fractions 8–10, each measuring 500  µl, were collected, 
pooled, and supplemented with a protease inhibitor 
(Roche, Basel, Switzerland). Subsequently, the samples 
were concentrated to a final volume of 240  µl through 
ultracentrifugation at 42,300 rpm using a Beckman TLA-
55 rotor  (RCFavg: 80,160;  RCFmax: 110,220; k-factor: 110 
and the Optima MAX-XP ultracentrifuge (both Beck-
man Coulter, Brea, CA, USA) and equal sample volumes 
were immediately used for the EV Neuro panel A and B 
(115 ± 25 µl, each).

EV separation from plasma samples by immuno‑affinity 
capture
1 ml plasma was thawed at RT and diluted in 1 ml PBS 
(MAD samples) or 3 ml PBS (MS and HC samples). 
100 µl of CD81- (for all samples) or CD63- (for MS and 
HC samples) isolation beads (Exosome Isolation Kit, 
human Miltenyi Biotec) were added to 2 ml of diluted 
sample, which was then incubated at RT for 1  h under 
constant shaking.  CD63+EVs and  CD81+EVs were mag-
netically captured and eluted in 120  µl isolation buffer 
according to the manufacturer’s information using µ 
Columns and a µMACS™ Separator. The column-flow-
through of the sample was then loaded on a second µ 
Column (Miltenyi Biotec) and residual  CD63+EVs and 
 CD81+EVs, respectively, were magnetically captured 
and eluted in 120 µl isolation buffer. Consecutive eluates 
were pooled, split again in 120 µl each and immediately 
used in the EV Neuro assay. This resulted in input vol-
ume of plasma per EV Neuro panel A or B (see below) of 
250 µl for MS as well as HC samples and 500 µl for MAD 
samples.

EV separation from cell culture by differential 
ultracentrifugation (dUC)
LN18, LN229, and NCH82 glioblastoma cell lines were 
grown in cDMEM containing 10% FCS, 2 mM Glu-
tamine, and 50  µg/ml Gentamycin. Cell lines were 
authenticated using Multiplex Cell Authentication by 
Multiplexion GmbH (Heidelberg, Germany). The SNP 
profiles matched known profiles or were unique. Pri-
mary human astrocytes (ScienCell, Carlsbad, CA, USA) 
were grown in AM medium containing 2% FCS, 1% 
astrocyte growth supplement (ScienCell), and 50  µg/
ml Gentamycin. Before media collection, all cells were 
cultured in T75 flasks until they reached 70–80% con-
fluency. Cells were washed with cDMEM without FCS 
and then cultured for 24 h in cDMEM without FCS until 
media collection. The cell culture supernatant was col-
lected and pre-cleared from cells and larger particles by 
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centrifugation at 400 × g at 4  °C for 10 min (Eppendorf 
5810R) and 10,000 × g at 4  °C for 30  min (Eppendorf 
5910R). Pre-cleared supernatants were subjected to ultra-
centrifugation at 29,000 rpm using a Beckman SW40 Ti 
rotor  (RCFavg: 106,154;  RCFmax: 149,576; k-factor: 260) at 
4 °C for 2 h. The dUC pellets were stored at -20 °C until 
further processing. The cells were trypsinized, washed in 
PBS, and cell lysates were prepared using RIPA buffer and 
stored at -20  °C until further processing. Experiments 
were performed once for LN18 and LN229, twice for HA 
and three times for NCH82.

Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA)
EVs isolated from cell culture supernatant were ana-
lyzed at 23  °C using the Nanosight LM10 system (cam-
era model Hamamatsu C11440-50B/ A11893-02; 532 nm 
laser). Nanosight 2.3 software (Malvern, Herrenberg, 
Germany) settings were: camera control in standard 
mode (camera level 14), particle detection in standard 
mode (detection threshold 8 and minimum expected par-
ticle size auto), and script control (Repeatstart, Syringe-
load 500, Delay 5, Syringestop, Delay 15, Capture 30 and 
Repeat 4). Five videos of 30 s were recorded per sample, 
particles were tracked (batch process), and average values 
were calculated. EV samples were diluted in particle-free 
PBS and measured in a range of 5–10 ×  108 particles/ml.

Western blotting
EV pellets derived from 5.75 ml of conditioned media 
were resuspended in 1:1 diluted 4 ×  sample buffer (200 
mM Tris-HCL, pH 6.8; 10% SDS; 0.4% bromophenol 
blue; 40% glycerol; 400  mM DTT; non-reducing condi-
tions for CD9 and CD63 antibodies) and 20  µg of cell 
lysates were mixed with 4 ×  sample buffer. The samples 
were subjected to SDS-PAGE (10 or 12% polyacrylamide 
gels) and Western blotting using PVDF membranes. The 
membranes were blocked with 4% milk powder, 0.1% 
Tween in TBS and incubated with primary and HRP-cou-
pled secondary antibodies. Subsequently, proteins were 
detected utilizing chemiluminescence (SuperSignal™ 
West Pico PLUS Chemiluminescent Substrate, thermo 
scientific, Rockford, US) and X-ray films.

The following antibodies were used: CD9 (1:2000 dilu-
tion, clone #MM2/57, Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Ger-
many), CD63 (1:500 dilution, #CBL553, Merck Millipore, 
Darmstadt, Germany), CD81 (1:1000 dilution, #B-11, 
Santa Cruz, Heidelberg, Germany), Syntenin (1:3000 
dilution, polyclonal, ab19903, Abcam, Cambridge, UK), 
Calnexin (1:4000 dilution, polyclonal, SPA-865, Stress-
gen, San Diego, US) and HRP-coupled secondary anti-
bodies (Goat-anti-Mouse-HRP, 115-035-003, 1:10,000; 
Goat-anti-Rabbit-HRP, 111-035-003, 1:10,000; Dianova, 
Hamburg, Germany).

Multiplexed bead‑based flow cytometry assay
MACSPlex EV Kit Neuro, human, reagents were kindly 
provided by Miltenyi Biotec (Bergisch Gladbach). The 
marker composition of the prototype MACSPlex EV Kit 
Neuro, divided into two panels (A and B), can be found in 
Table S1. Note that for GB serum EV analysis, the com-
position of the kit differed from the kit composition used 
for the other samples since some capture antibody beads 
(CD11b_2, CD146, NEFH, PVALB, SYP, TH, TUBB3, 
mIgG1_ctrl, REA_ctrl) were added to an updated proto-
type kit after measurement of GB serum samples. 120 µl 
of EV samples or pre-cleared cell culture supernatant 
were incubated with the panel A or B capture beads. The 
samples and a buffer control were processed according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions of the MACSPlex Exo-
some, human, Kit (Miltenyi Biotec). Briefly, after over-
night incubation samples were washed and incubated for 
1 h with a mix of the APC-labelled antibody-mix of anti-
CD9, anti-CD63, and anti-CD81. Analysis for plasma- 
and cell line-derived EV samples was performed using 
the MACSQuant® Analyzer 16 (Miltenyi Biotec) and 
the corresponding software MACSQuantify™ (Version 
2.13.3). Data of serum-derived EV samples was acquired 
with the Attune NxT (LifeTechnologies, Darmstadt, Ger-
many) and analyzed with FlowJo software, version 10 (BD 
Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA). Signal intensity meas-
ured for each target was subtracted by the signal intensity 
for the respective target in the buffer control measure-
ment. Negative values were set to zero. See workflow and 
gating strategy in Fig. S1.

Measurement of neurofilament levels in blood
Blood neurofilament (NFL) levels were measured in 
duplicates using the single molecule array HD-X analyzer 
(Quanterix, Boston, MA) and the NF-light Advantage Kit 
according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Data analysis
Raw data was assembled in Microsoft Excel 365 and fur-
ther analyzed in R (version 4.1.2) using R Studio (ver-
sion 2023.06.0). R packages tidyverse (version 2.0.0) and 
rstatix (version 0.7.2) were used for statistical analysis. 
Normal distribution of the data was tested with Shapiro-
Wilk test. Unpaired samples t-test (normally distributed 
data) or Wilcoxon rank sum test (non-normally distrib-
uted data) were computed to identify statistically signifi-
cant differences. ggplot2 (version 3.4.2) was used for data 
visualization. ComplexHeatmap package (version 2.10.0) 
was used for generation of heatmaps including cluster 
analysis using Pearson’s distance method. Rtsne pack-
age (version 0.16) was used for t-distributed stochastic 
neighbor embedding (tSNE) analysis. EnhancedVolcano 
package (version 1.12.0) was used for correlation analysis 
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using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for non-
normal distributed data. A p-value < 0.05 was considered 
significant. Parts of Supplementary Fig. 1 and the graphi-
cal abstract were drawn by using pictures from Servier 
Medical Art. Servier Medical Art by Servier is licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported 
License (https:// creat iveco mmons. org/ licen ses/ by/3. 0/).

EV‑TRACK
We have submitted all relevant data of our experiments 
to the EV-TRACK knowledgebase [EV-TRACK ID: 
EV230955 [31]].

Results
Qualitative assessment of GB cell line‑derived EVs
To elaborate the general performance of the EV Neuro 
assay in a defined sample material, we analyzed EVs 
derived from three different astrocytic GB cell lines 
(LN18, LN229, and NCH82) and primary human astro-
cytes (HA) as healthy control cells. EVs were separated 
from cell culture supernatants using dUC and charac-
terized via nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA), show-
ing the expected particle distributions with size peaks 
around 150  nm (Fig.  2a). As a quality control, we per-
formed Western Blot analysis of representative EV-sam-
ples derived from the GB cells and HA, which confirmed 
the abundance of genuine EV markers CD9, CD63, CD81, 
and Syntenin (Fig. 2b). The non-EV marker Calnexin was 
found in NCH82- and LN18-EVs, though, not enriched 
in the EV samples. Next, we analyzed EVs isolated from 
equal volumes of cell culture supernatant of the differ-
ent cell lines in the EV Neuro assay (Fig.  2c). Overall, 
the signal intensities obtained for the individual markers 
reflected NTA particle concentration, demonstrating that 
the assay can depict varying amounts of EVs and provide 
quantitative information.

To better compare the EV profiles and depict markers 
that are specific for certain cell lines, we calculated rela-
tive signal intensities defined as signal of a target divided 
by the total of all signal intensities (Fig. 2d). Implement-
ing this normalization strategy enables the visualization 
of markers that are equally represented within EVs of all 
cell lines (e.g., CD9, CD29, CD63, CD81) compared to 
markers that are distinct or even unique for a cell line. 
Accordingly, a relative increase of certain markers can be 
detected in the profile of cancer cell-derived EVs com-
pared with normal primary astrocyte-EVs: CD44 and 
CD90 were elevated in LN18-EVs; CD36, CD54, CSPG4, 
and GD2 in LN229-EVs; CD13, CD49e, CD49f, and 
CD90 in NCH82-EVs. CSPG4, CD36, CD44 and GD2 
were already shown to be involved in cancer cell migra-
tion and/or proliferation [32–35]. Thus, EVs carrying 

these markers could indeed serve as biomarkers for 
glioblastoma.

However, markers such as the astrocytic Glutamate 
transporter GLAST or the intermediate filament glial 
fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), which are expected to 
be present in GB or astrocyte-derived EVs were near 
to background or not detectable in EVs examined here. 
Background signal intensities for each capture bead pop-
ulation (CB) after incubation with detection antibody 
cocktail (DA) were always close to zero (signal inten-
sity < 2) in several independent experiments (Fig. S2a), 
indicating absence of unspecific binding. Notably, the 
number of detected barcoded beads used for estimation 
of median signal intensities in flow cytometry measure-
ment was strikingly low for some targets, which might 
hamper reproducibility of obtained data for these targets 
(Fig. S2b). As expected, all markers detected in the assay 
reflect surface epitopes, while cytoplasmic epitopes (e.g. 
NeuN, GFAP, MBP), which are contained within the EV 
lumen and thus not accessible for bead binding, never 
revealed signals.

Together, these findings highlight the EV Neuro assay’s 
ability to distinguish between different EV phenotypes by 
multiplexed marker analysis and to unveil surface mark-
ers that could qualify as biomarkers to be used for GB 
detection or characterization.

Semi‑quantitative comparison of GB‑derived EVs
To further assess the semi-quantitative potential of the 
EV Neuro assay, we used EVs derived from NCH82 and 
LN18 at three different orders of magnitudes (Fig.  3). 
Input of native EVs in pre-cleared cell culture super-
natant (120  µl, ~  3 ×  107 particles) did not reveal sig-
nals above background levels. After dUC enrichment of 
EVs, input of ~ 3 ×  108 and ~ 1 ×  109 particles resulted in 
increasing signal intensities, though, the increases were 
not linear and differed between markers. A three-fold 
increase in particle input did not equally increase signal, 
which is most evident for markers with high signal inten-
sity such as CD29 and CD81, indicating a potential satu-
ration at higher marker concentrations. Notably, it was 
possible to detect further markers clearly above back-
ground when increasing the particle input (e.g., CD47, 
CD49 a, CD56, CSPG4, GD2). Still, GLAST was only 
detectable at low signal intensities, indicating either poor 
assay performance for this target or a very low amount 
of GLAST-carrying EVs in the samples. Importantly, rela-
tive signal intensities appeared to be largely independent 
of particle input (in particular those in the medium signal 
intensity range that probably perform in the linear detec-
tion range of the assay), confirming that normalization 
reveals an EV profile typical for the cell type of origin 
(Fig. S3). In conclusion, the EV Neuro assay can be used 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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to screen defined EV populations and is able to depict 
differences in a semi-quantitative manner. Moreover, 
increasing input EV concentration can result in further 
marker detection. Multiparametric phenotyping reveals 
EV-profiles that are characteristic for the EV donor cell 
type.

Profiling of GB serum EVs compared to healthy controls
Having verified that the EV Neuro assay depicts differen-
tial marker profiles in GB cell-derived EVs and primary 
human astrocyte-derived EVs, we examined whether 
similar differences can also be detected between circu-
lating EVs of GB patients (n = 9) and healthy controls 

Fig. 2  Characterization of EVs derived from glioblastoma cells and astrocytes. a Size distribution of EVs separated from cell culture supernatant 
of LN18, LN229, and NCH82 glioblastoma cell lines as well as from primary human astrocytes (HA). b Western blot analysis of CD9, CD63, CD81, 
Syntenin (EV markers) and Calnexin (non‑EV marker) in EVs separated from cell culture supernatant of glioblastoma cells and primary astrocytes. 
c EV Neuro median signal intensities for LN18, LN229, NCH82, and HA EVs. d Relative signal intensities of values for cell derived EVs shown in (c). 
Relative signals are calculated by dividing the signal intensity of a target by the sum of intensities revealed from all markers (total intensity) 
and presented in percentages. Bars reflect representative marker profiles (n = 1–3 biological replicates). Arrow heads indicate markers that appear 
elevated in cell lines compared to primary astrocytes
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(n = 12). Therefore, we separated EVs from 500 µl serum 
using SEC and further enrichment by UC (SEC-UC; Fig. 
S4a, b) followed by EV Neuro analysis. Absolute signal 
intensities were strongly varying between the individu-
als tested in both the GB-patient and HC group, although 
not entirely comparable since underlying serum input 
volumes per EV Neuro panel slightly differed between 
subjects (200 ± 50 µl; Fig. S4c). We therefore focused on 
comparing the EV Neuro marker profiles (normalized 
signals) of patient- and control-EV samples (Fig. 4a). We 
observed an increase in the proportion of  CD63+EVs and 
 CD81+EVs in GB patients, while  CD9+EVs (largely rep-
resenting platelet EVs in the circulation) remained con-
stant. This relative increase of  CD63+CD81+EVs in GB 
patients may indicate higher levels of EVs from origins 
other than platelets.

Intriguingly, we found a significant increase in 
the proportion of  CD36+EVs, which we already 
found enriched in GB cell-derived EVs (LN229-EVs) 

compared to astrocytes. None of the other markers 
that appeared enriched in GB cell line derived EVs, was 
reappearing in the patients’ samples. Also, no unique 
marker appeared in the profile of GB patients com-
pared to HC-EV samples. However, the relative inten-
sities of some markers (CD29, CD31, CD47, CD68, 
GLAST, VGlut2) were slightly decreased in GB patients 
compared to HC, indicating a proportional shift of EVs 
carrying these markers to the CD36 population. Per-
forming t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding 
(tSNE) analysis on the obtained data allowed separation 
of GB samples from HC samples (Fig. 4b), underscoring 
that EV profiles in GB and HC are distinct. Heatmap 
clustering analysis focusing on markers consistently 
detected above background in all individuals con-
firms the separation of GB and HC subjects except for 
three GB patients which cluster within the HC group 
(Fig. 4c). Taken together, the EV Neuro assay allowed to 
distinguish GB and HC serum derived EV profiles and 

Fig. 3  Titration of EVs derived from glioblastoma cells. EV Neuro median signal intensities for increasing total numbers of NCH82 EVs (a) and LN18 
EVs (b) as determined by NTA particle count. The number of 2.8 ×  107 particles (turquoise) represents the input of 120 µl of pre‑cleared cell culture 
supernatant (10,000 × g) without prior EV enrichment. Other particle inputs (blue and red) were achieved by EV enrichment via dUC. Bars reflect 
marker profiles of one experiment each
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specified serum EV associated CD36 as a potential can-
didate GB biomarker.

Profiling of MS plasma EVs compared to healthy controls
Next, we tested whether the EV Neuro assay can identify 
differences between circulating EVs of MS patients and 
healthy persons and thus be potentially useful for MS 
biomarker discovery. Here, we used immuno-affinity cap-
ture for CD63 or CD81 and magnetic isolation to sepa-
rate and enrich  CD63+EVs and  CD81+EVs, respectively, 
from each 500 µl of plasma of MS patients (n = 9) and HC 
(n = 5). EV Neuro signal intensity analysis for  CD63+EVs 
and  CD81+EVs revealed a large signal variation in MS 
patient and control EV samples for all analyzed markers 

despite constant underlying plasma sample input per 
EV Neuro panel (250 µl), indicating high interindividual 
variation independent of disease state ([upper graphs in 
Fig.  5a  (CD63+EVs) and b  (CD81+EVs)]. As a result, a 
high effect size for a specific target and/or a large sample 
set is needed to detect differences among absolute sig-
nal intensities. Notably, specific and differential analysis 
of  CD63+ and  CD81+EV subpopulations using the EV 
Neuro assay is technically feasible and produces robust 
signal intensities.

The illustration of normalized signal intensities shows 
more uniform EV Neuro profiles compared to abso-
lute signals [lower graphs in Fig.  5a  (CD63+EVs) and 
b  (CD81+EVs)]. This highlights again that the profile of 

Fig. 4  Profiling of serum EVs from GB patients and healthy controls. a Relative EV Neuro signal intensities for EVs separated from the serum 
of GB patients or HC by SEC followed by UC calculated as signal of target divided by the total signal of all markers (in %). Bars represent mean 
values and error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval. Asterisks mark statistically significant differences between GB and HC. Only significant 
alterations of targets that were consistently detected above background in all individuals are marked. *=p < .05, **=p < .01, ***=p < .001. (b) tSNE 
on data from (a) stratified by condition (color). c Heatmap visualization of selected targets from (a) including hierarchical clustering for targets 
as well as subjects
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circulating EVs is comparable in all analyzed persons 
regardless of individual differences in EV concentra-
tion and efficiency of EV isolation. Notably, when com-
paring the EV profile of MS patients and HC, a few 
markers revealed significant differences: Galactosyl-
ceramide (GALC), a myelin-specific lipid, was increased 
in  CD63+EVs of MS patients; CD68 (LAMP4), which is 
specific for monocytes, macrophages, and microglia, was 
increased in  CD81+EVs of MS patients; and CD29 (inte-
grin beta 1) was decreased in  CD81+EVs of MS patients. 
Of note, CD107a (LAMP1) showed a clear trend of sig-
nal increase in both  CD63+EVs and  CD81+EVs. How-
ever, performing tSNE data analysis of  CD63+EVs and 
 CD81+EVs in MS and HC did neither result in separation 
of health condition nor of isolation procedure (Fig.  5c). 
Thus, general EV profiles do not discriminate the  CD63+ 
and  CD81+EV subpopulations and appear similar in MS 
and HC, at least in a cross-sectional analysis of small 
cohorts.

The level of free neurofilament light chain in serum 
(sNFL) has recently been introduced as biomarker of 
prognosis and treatment response that may be combined 
with other liquid biopsy markers [36–39]. Therefore, 
we performed a correlation analysis of sNFL levels with 
those EV markers consistently detected by the Neuro EV 
assay and observed a significant correlation of sNFL with 
EVs positive for CD107a  (CD63+EVs: rho = 0.62, p = .020, 
n = 14;  CD81+EVs: rho = 0.73, p = .004, n = 14; Fig.  5d). 
In conclusion, the EV Neuro assay identified potentially 
disease-relevant EV markers that can be correlated with 
established EV-independent markers and further vali-
dated through follow-up studies.

In the pilot cohort of MS patients used in this study, 
six patients were in a stable disease phase and three in 
a disease relapse. Analyzing the marker profiles (relative 
signal intensities) of  CD63+EVs and  CD81+EVs revealed 
a comparable variation of individual markers (Fig.  6). 
However, CD49e (integrin alpha 5) in  CD63+EVs and 
CD29 (integrin beta 1) in  CD81+EVs were significantly 
increased in a disease relapse versus a stable disease 
phase, though a larger sample size is required for retriev-
ing a more solid statistical evaluation of these markers.

Taken together, utilizing immuno-capture and subse-
quent EV Neuro analysis to phenotype EVs in as little as 
250 µl of plasma of MS patients and HC enabled EV pro-
filing and identification of candidate biomarkers for MS 
liquid biopsy.

Profiling of MCI/AD/DEP plasma‑derived EVs
To test further marker reactivity of the EV Neuro assay 
beyond GB and MS pathology, we included a cohort of 
patients (MAD, n = 8) suffering from mild cognitive 
impairment, Alzheimer’s disease, depression, or a combi-
nation of the named. We used immuno-affinity capture 
for CD81 and magnetic isolation to separate and enrich 
 CD81+EVs from 1 ml plasma of the patients (corre-
sponds to 500 µl per EV Neuro panel). As observed for 
other cohorts, a high interindividual variation in absolute 
signal intensities was observed (Fig. S5), but the relative 
profiles of the patients were more uniform (Fig. 7a). The 
same markers as in the MS/HC cohort turned up, while 
markers specific for the MAD condition that could be of 
potential biomarker interest were not detected within the 
small cohort. MAD samples and MS/HC plasma sam-
ples were obtained in different laboratories, which could 
introduce a preanalytical bias (e.g., grade of platelet con-
tamination). Nevertheless, to compare the EV profiles of 
the MAD condition with the other conditions evaluated 
in this study, we performed tSNE analysis (Fig. 7b). Inter-
estingly, assessment of MAD, MS, and HC relative signals 
showed a clear separation of the MAD cohort, which 
was confirmed by heatmap clustering analysis of mark-
ers consistently detected above background (Fig.  7c). 
However, comprehensive heatmap cluster analysis of 
normalized EV Neuro data including all blood-derived 
EV samples (including GB serum) and markers analyzed 
showed separation of the samples predominantly by the 
blood collection type, isolation method, and the lab of 
blood collection, while the health condition was a com-
parably less stable parameter (Fig. S6). These findings 
underscore that using the Neuro EV assay for reliable 
biomarker identification requires a strict control of pre-
analytical parameters, as generally recommended for the 
analysis of blood EVs [40–42].

(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 5  Profiling of plasma EVs from MS patients and healthy controls. EV Neuro signal intensities for EVs separated from the plasma of MS patients 
or HC by CD63‑ (a) or CD81‑ (b) immuno‑affinity capture, as well as relative signal intensities as signal of target divided by the total signal of all 
markers (in %). Bars represent mean values and error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals. Asterisks mark statistically significant differences 
between MS and HC in relative profiles. Only significant alterations of targets that were consistently detected above background in all individuals 
are marked. *=p < .05. c tSNE was performed on relative signal intensities of anti‑CD63 and anti‑CD81 immuno‑affinity captured EVs and stratified 
by condition (color) and isolation procedure (shape). d Volcano blots of Spearman correlation analysis of neurofilament (sNFL) values in blood 
with relative signal intensities of selected EV Neuro markers in  CD63+EVs and  CD81+EVs, respectively (dashed line p = .05)
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Fig. 5 (See legend on previous page.)
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Discussion
In this study, we assessed the performance of a novel 
multiplex bead-based flow cytometry platform (a pro-
totype of the MACSPlex EV Kit Neuro) for detecting 
brain-derived EVs using cell culture supernatant, serum, 
and plasma as starting materials and different methods of 
EV isolation. The platform was able to detect differences 
in EV numbers and to reveal changes of EV-populations 
within an EV profile, which enables its use as a starting 
point to detect potential biomarkers among a pre-selec-
tion of EV-associated markers. In small pilot cohorts 
of patient-derived blood samples, including GB, MS, 
and AD, it was possible to perform EV profiling and to 
reveal potential biomarker candidates that could be fol-
lowed up in larger cohorts and by using other detection 
technologies.

Using EVs collected from GB cell line and human pri-
mary astrocyte cell culture-derived EVs, we performed a 
qualitative validation of individual EV-markers within the 

EV Neuro assay and a basic evaluation of their quantita-
tive range. Marker detection was dependent on the EV 
input and signals appeared semi-quantitative with non-
linear increases, in particular at higher signal intensities. 
Signal saturation is expected with such a bead-based 
assay, where the number of binding sites on the beads 
and steric capacity is limited. Plasma and serum sam-
ples produced a recurrent EV-profile with high interin-
dividual variation in signal intensities of the markers, 
illustrating that high effect sizes and large sample cohorts 
are required to obtain reliable statistical outcomes in 
cross-sectional biomarker studies. Longitudinal studies 
of patient samples, though, may be promising to reveal 
changes within an individual’s EV marker signal intensi-
ties, which indeed has been achieved previously with the 
same technology using another marker portfolio repre-
senting circulation markers [28]. Notably, the EV-mark-
ers detected in blood and especially those revealing the 
dominant signals were not CNS-specific. Markers like 

Fig. 6  Comparison of plasma EVs from MS patients in a relapse versus in a stable disease phase. Relative EV Neuro signal intensities as signal 
of target divided by the total signal of all markers (in %) for immuno‑affinity captured  CD63+EVs (a) and  CD81+EVs (b). Bars represent mean values 
and error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval. Asterisks mark statistically significant differences between stable phase and disease relapse. 
Only significant alterations of targets that were consistently detected above background in all individuals are marked. *=p < .05, **=p < .01
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L1CAM/CD171, A2B5, PLP, MOG, which are expected 
to be present on the surface of neuronal or glial EVs 
[43, 44], were never detected with reliable sensitivity. 
Lacking signals of these markers could be either due to 
the absence of these EVs in the sample, their presence 
below the limit of detection, or poor performance of the 
bead-linked antibodies (technical limitation). Intracel-
lular markers in the test panel (e.g., NeuN, GFAP, MBP) 
were never detected, likely due to topology. Therefore, it 
remains unclear whether the EV Neuro assay can pick up 
EVs originating from the CNS in the circulation. How-
ever, the detection of EV profiles in the circulation that 
deviate from healthy controls and correlate with CNS 
disease appears feasible. The sample input required 

per EV Neuro panel was minimal with 150 to 500 µl of 
plasma or serum and within the clinically practical range.

To deal with high interindividual variation in absolute 
signal intensities, we normalized individual markers 
over the total of all retrieved signals, expressing their 
relative representation within the group of depicted 
markers. This normalization strategy allows comparison 
of EV-profiles independent of parameters such as sam-
ple input or individual variations in total EV counts and 
was employed previously [29]. Identification of markers 
sticking out of the relative profile may help to recognize 
EV populations of functional relevance or of biomarker 
value and to stratify patients according to disease con-
dition. Next to assessing the relative representation of 

Fig. 7  Phenotyping of plasma EVs from MAD patients and comparison of all plasma samples. a Relative EV Neuro signal intensities for EVs 
separated from the plasma of MAD patients by immuno‑affinity capture (anti‑CD81) and magnetic separation. Bars represent mean values and error 
bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals (n = 8 patients). b tSNE of relative signal intensities from all plasma‑derived EV samples analyzed (MS, 
MAD, HC) stratified by condition (color) and isolation (shape). c Heatmap visualization of relative signals for selected targets from all plasma samples 
analyzed including hierarchical clustering for targets as well as subjects (BCL = lab of blood collection)
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the markers, other normalization strategies can be use-
ful depending on the research question. Normalization 
on one or all three of the tetraspanins CD9, CD63, and 
CD81 suggested by the kit’s manual may provide addi-
tional information on the composition of the complex 
EV profiles [e.g., in [30]]. In our study, the relative pro-
files of EVs released by different GB cell lines were dis-
tinct and the assay indicated changes of EV markers in 
the serum and plasma of GB and MS patients versus 
controls. Notably, tSNE analysis almost completely sep-
arated GB EV-profiles from healthy profiles, indicating 
a relevant shift in markers within the profile. However, 
clustering analysis indicated that sampled individu-
als not only group according to disease condition, but 
technical factors such as the lab of blood collection and 
the EV isolation procedure were at least equally relevant 
for clustering. Preanalytical parameters must therefore 
be tightly controlled [40–42], control samples should be 
carefully chosen, and large sample sizes are important 
for identifying disease-specific changes in individual EV 
markers within the complex mixture of circulating EVs.

Although the EV Neuro analysis in this study was 
based on a small number of samples, markers of poten-
tially relevant EV populations could be visualized. For 
example,  CD36+EVs were elevated in cell line-derived 
EVs as well as in serum derived EVs from GB patients. 
It has been suggested that CD36 regulates glioblas-
toma cell migration and proliferation, and preliminary 
data indicate that low CD36 levels in glioblastoma 
patients may be associated with a better prognosis 
[45]. Moreover,  GALC+EVs and  CD68+EVs were found 
slightly elevated in the plasma of MS patients. Since 
GALC is an oligodendrocyte/myelin marker and CD68 
is a macrophage-lineage marker, these observations 
may reflect an increased presence of oligodendrocyte-
derived EVs and microglia/monocyte-derived EVs in 
the circulation, respectively. Although these markers 
seem to be related to the biological background of the 
disease, the limited sample size does not allow to draw 
definite conclusions but might provide some guidance 
for follow-up analysis. Notably, the EV-Neuro assay 
can be used as a technology to identify disease-asso-
ciated EV subtypes of functional or pathological rele-
vance that could (i) serve as source of biomarkers [46], 
(ii) provide potential targets for therapeutic interven-
tion [45, 47], or (iii) provide a route for targeted drug 
delivery [4, 48].

Overall, the study represents an exploratory analy-
sis to evaluate the potential of the MACSPlex EV 
Kit Neuro to be used for detecting CNS-derived EVs 
focusing on qualitative aspects. Further studies need 
to be performed to reveal more detailed information 

regarding the limit of detection, the range of linearity, 
and the point of saturation [25, 26]. Furthermore, vali-
dation of the marker performance on specified sam-
ple material was limited to EVs of astrocytic and GB 
origin and may be expanded to EVs originating from 
other human neuronal and glial cells, as well as from 
brain microvascular endothelial cells. A limitation 
of the EV Neuro assay per se may be that the marker 
panel to be included in the assay platform is restricted 
to 37 different surface markers and requires a pre-
selection according to scientific and technical criteria. 
We used here a prototype version of the assay that will 
be refined regarding its marker composition before 
becoming commercially available. In principle, further 
markers can be addressed by the assay by varying the 
detection antibody [25, 27].

Conclusions
In conclusion, the MACSPlex Neuro EV platform is 
suitable for the assessment of multiparametric EV pro-
files and the semi-quantitative detection of individual 
markers in diverse EV sample material including small 
volumes of body fluids. The assay has demonstrated 
considerable potential for initial discovery of EV-
associated biomarkers and monitoring of circulating 
EV-profiles related to various CNS disease states. Phe-
notyping and semi-quantitative profiling of EVs asso-
ciated with CNS diseases will represent a major step 
forward for biomarker discovery and clinical research.
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Additional file 1: Table S1. Capture bead composition of the MACSPlex 
EV Kit Neuro, human, panel A and B. Figure S1. Workflow and gating 
strategy for flow cytometry analysis of EV Neuro panel A and B. (a) Capture 
beads (CB) are incubated with isolated EVs. After washing, detection anti‑
body cocktail (DA) containing APC‑labelled antibodies against CD9, CD63, 
and CD81 are added. After incubation and washing, flow cytometry (FC) 
measurement is performed. (b) Gating strategy for flow cytometry assess‑
ment of signal intensities for each capture bead population in EV Neuro 
panel A and B. Figure S2. Number of detected events and background 
signals. (a) Background median signal intensities for each capture bead 
population (CB) after incubation with detection antibody cocktail (DA). 
Data was obtained from 10 individual measurements of MACSPlex buffer 
(MPB) with CB and anti‑CD9/anti‑CD63/anti‑CD81‑APC DA. Medians are 
represented as bars. (b) Number of detected barcoded beads used for 
estimation of median signal intensities (upper bold horizontal line: 50 
events, lower bold horizontal line: 10 events). Note: While for most of the 
targets the number of detected events was consistently between 200 
and 500, for BDNF, CD24, and CD56 it was repeatedly below 50 events  (for 
BDNF several times below 10) . This results in a small number of events 
considered to estimate the median signal intensities, which might hamper 
reproducibility of obtained data for these targets. Figure S3. Titration 
of EVs derived from glioblastoma cells – relative profiles. Relative signal 
intensities achieved with different inputs of NCH82 EVs (a) and LN18 EVs 
(b) corresponding to Fig. 3 (a) and (b), respectively. The graphs illustrate 
that despite different EV input, the EV profile remains stable for a specific 
cell line. Figure S4. Phenotyping of serum EVs from GB patients and 
healthy controls. (a) EV Neuro signal intensities for EVs separated from 
the serum of three GB patients by either SEC or combination of SEC and 
UC (SEC‑UC). (b) Relative signal intensities as signal of target divided by 
the total signal of all markers (in %) of (a). Bars represent mean values. 
The graphs show that appending UC to SEC leads to increased signal 
intensity with a constant EV profile. (c) EV Neuro signal intensities for EVs 
separated from the serum of GB patients or healthy controls by SEC‑UC. 
Corresponding to Fig. 4 in the main text. Note that different input volumes 
were tested in the GB and HC group, thus the means are not comparable. 
The graph illustrates the high variation of signal intensities between the 
individuals of a group and the absence of specific markers unique for the 
GB condition (or vice versa). Figure S5. EV Neuro signal intensities for 
EVs separated from the serum of MAD patients by CD81‑immunoaffinity 
capture. Corresponding to Fig. 7a in the main text. Figure S6. Heatmap 
clustering analysis of all blood‑derived EV samples. (a) Heatmap and 
clustering analysis of all plasma and serum samples analyzed in this study. 
Signal intensities were normalized to the signal of CD9 (NSI). The genuine 
EV marker CD9 was used for normalization since it was not affected by 
the isolation technique and appeared quite stable throughout all samples 
analyzed. BCL = lab of blood collection, BCT = type of blood collection.
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